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My Background
l
l

M.Ed. physics (2001), Ph.D. physics (2006), from Penn State
Research:
» Primary: detection of gravitational waves (data analysis)
» Secondary: physics education

l

Dual appointment (non-tenure):
» Data Analysis & EPO Scientist at LIGO Livingston Observatory (Caltech)
» Instructor at the Louisiana State University

l

Primary research performed within a large collaboration
» 800+ authors (alphabetical)
» 60+ institutions within USA and worldwide

A Recent LIGO/Virgo Publication

Current Research Process
l

Publishing results using current data necessitates a full author list.
» Full author list papers usually take months from the beginning of composition to
submission to journal.
» Only papers on new methodology (analysis algorithms, calibration, etc.) publish
with short author lists.

l

Full author list publication process:
» In general, use recent data collected with the LIGO detectors and other
international detector(s) if concurrently operational.
» Specialized search groups apply different techniques and methodologies to search
for gravitational waves in noisy data.
» Results papers written by groups; sections written by individuals
» Drafts are revised several times by the group.
» Mature draft sent to publications committee which performs internal peer review
and opens paper to comments from the collaboration.

Group Paper Writing
l

Many references for results papers have been established.
» >70 results papers have been published by the collaboration.

l

New references are always added. Examples:
» New astrophysical population estimates
» New techniques in signal processing
» New instrumental techniques

l

Write papers and share references using revision control
systems (CVS/SVN/Git)
» Most of my collaborators are also software developers – we write our papers
and share references within the same infrastructure we develop software.

How I Do My Literature Searches
l

When performing a literature review, I usually want to know
more about how an idea I’ve had has been explored (or not)
in the past:
»
»
»
»
»

l

Find a recent relevant article.
Check “Refers to” listings.
Repeat until originating article found.
Check “Cited by” listings for originating article.
Repeat looking for articles duplicating research I’d like to do.

Services I frequent:
» Arxiv (this is where I always start)
» NASA ADS
» INSPIRE

Journal Peer Review
l

After the rigors of developing a publication in the LIGO
Scientific Collaboration, I feel very well prepared for the peer
review process.
» Once full author list papers make it to this stage, it is rare to be rejected.
» Short author list papers are also subjected to collaboration review.
» Collaboration will also comment on paper’s appropriateness for a target
journal.

l

l

This is often where concerns that are not obvious to nonexperts in the field come to light.
Realistically, the system seems to work well.
» Things like turn-around time will always be something we wish could be
faster (that is, as a publishing author and not a referee).

Academic Profiling & Networking
l

ResearchGate
» Actively promotes posting full text of journal articles (can see requests for
full texts of publications as well)

l
l

Academia.edu
The social networking aspects of these are interesting but not
important to me.
» ResearchGate gives you a score reflecting your “reputation” calculated from
your activity on the service.
» Academia.edu relies more on statistics of profile & article views.

l

INSPIRE-HEPNAMES
» The ability to associate the variations on my name as belonging to me (as a
single person) increases my visibility and impact.
» I am also listed in the ORCID as 0000-0003-0324-5735.

Access To Publications
l

Before my dual appointment, I was over 1,800 miles away
from the Caltech’s physical library.
» If the resource isn’t accessible online, it’s useless to me.
» Electronic archiving of old volumes has been very valuable and markedly
better from my days in grad school (1999-2006).

l

Caltech doesn’t always have access to education journals that
I use to look for references (e.g. The Physics Teacher [AAPT]).
» I get around this by having access through society membership and affiliation
with another institution.

l

Open access publishing model
» arXiv makes many publications “open access”.
» Tenure track peers are concerned about the cost of open access publishing.
» Potential to flood the internet with bogus journals (public disservice)

Suggestions
l

Anything that increases access to papers, while maintaining
integrity, is more than welcome.
» This may be even more strongly felt by industrial physicists.
» E.g. open access, refers to/cited by cross linking

l

Promote the Open Researcher and Contributor
Identification (ORCID) system to increase our impact.
» That way A. Stuver, A. L. Stuver, and Amber Stuver are all recognized as me.

l

Ensure transparency in the reviewing process to preserve
trust.
» Bogus journals and conferences that collect “open access” fees and publish
anything threaten the trust of researchers.

References
l

LIGO Scientific Collaboration Publication Policy:
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l

LIGO Scientific Collaboration Review Policy:
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